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Competitive Wiffleball
is back!
Six Tournaments to be held
throughout the summer of
2017 in York, Pennsylvania

Baltimore, MD, Wednesday, April 5 -- Spring is
the in the air which can only mean one thing – it’s
time to play some Wiffle® Ball!
Mid Atlantic Wiffleball (“MAW”) will be hosting a
series of Wiffle® ball tournaments in York, Pennsylvania this spring and summer. The inaugural 2017
season kicks off on Saturday, April 29th and the season will conclude on Saturday, October 7th with
the crowning of the Mid Atlantic Wiffle® Ball champion!
Although most well known as a backyard kid’s game, for more than thirty years Wiffle® Ball has
been the game of choice for thousands of athletes after their baseball playing days are over. At its
highest levels, competitive fast pitch Wiffle® Ball games feature blazing fast balls, incredible catches,
epic home runs, and pitches that appear to defy physics. The sport has gained a cult following
and over the years been covered by major media outlets including ESPN, Sports Illustrated, The
New York Times, The Boston Globe, The Washington Post, The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago
Tribune, and The Baltimore Sun.
It is the MAW’s goal to stay true to the roots of the ball by providing a game that caters to players
of all skill levels. The tournament rules have been carefully structured to allow for teams of all
experience levels to participate, be competitive, and most importantly, have fun! Whether a
seasoned pro or taking your first taste of competitive fast pitch action, MAW is for you!
Teams consist of 4-7 players and the entry fee per team is $100 per tournament. Every team that
enters a tournament is guaranteed a minimum of three games and cash prizes will be awarded at
each tournament. For additional rule and tournament information and to register for a tournament,
please visit the MAW website at www.midatlanticwiffle.com.
-more-

About Mid Atlantic Wiffle® Ball: Mid Atlantic Wiffle® Ball was founded in late 2016 for the express purpose of bringing an accessible version of fast pitch Wiffle® Ball to the Baltimore and greater
Mid Atlantic regions. The founders of MAW have twenty years of experience organizing tournaments, playing in tournaments, and promoting the sport both locally and nationally. MAW is a
descendent of the Maryland Wiffle® Ball Association, which from 1997 through 2001 played host
to hundreds of teams through its tournaments. MAW tournament director Tim Cooke was one of
several individuals responsible for kick starting the country’s most successful perforated plastic baseball association, Fast Plastic, in 2000.
MAW players and representatives are available for all media requests. Please see below for MAW
contact information.
MAW Contacts
General Inquiries:
midatlanticwiffle@gmail.com
MAW Tournament Director:
Tim Cooke
301-661-7980
Timcooke1982@gmail.com
Disclaimer: Wiffle® is a registered trademark of The Wiffle Ball, Inc. (Sheldon, Connecticut) and is not affiliated with Mid
Atlantic Wiffle

